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Abst ract - - In  this paper, we are concerned with finding optimal controls for a class of linear 
boundary optimal control systems associated to a Laplace operator on a regular bounded omain 
in the n-dimensional Euclidean space. For these systems, in previous works (see [1,2]), we proved 
existence of the (perturbed) states and optimal controls, and studied their behaviour. The purpose 
of this paper is to establish the system of optimality conditions, investigate he adjoint states, and 
prove their strong convergence in some Sobolev spaces. (~) 2001 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights 
reserved. 
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1. NOTATIONS AND STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEMS 
1.1. Notat ions  
Let fl be a connected and s imply connected regular, and bounded open subset of the Eu- 
cl idean space R n with a smooth boundary  0~ := F. We denote Hl (~t)  the real classical Sobolev 
space equipped with its usual inner product  and associated norm II-]IHI(~). We recM1 (see, for 
example,  [3]), that  the inner product  of Hl( f~) given by 
f~ Vyvz~ + ~ yz~, y,z ~ ~1(~), (1) (ylz) 
is equivalent o the usual inner product  of H l ( f l ) .  For every y e H l ( f l ) ,  we will denote by T(y) 
or s imply by y the F - t race  (i.e., the restr ict ion of y to F). We know, by the trace theorem, 
see [4], that  the map T is a bounded l inear map from the Sobolev space H 1 (fl) to L2~F). 
1.2. Reca l l s  and  Statement  o f  the  Prob lems 
In the paper  [1], for every ~ > 0, we were concerned by finding 
min { J~(v); v E l~ad) , (Qe) 
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where glad is any arbitrary finite dimensional subspace of L~(F) := {u E L2(F) : fr ud7 = 0}, 
and 
Je(v) = fr(yc(v) - hl)2 d~/ ÷ ~ (OYe(v)  - h2)2 d% 
where hi, h2 are two fixed (decision) functions in L2(F), and yc(v) is a solution of the following 
problem: 
-Aye(v)  = O, on ft, 
0 
o-7 yc(v) + ~yc(v) = v, at r = oa ,  (P~)(~) 
y~(v) ~ v, 
where ~ y~(v) is the normal derivative of y~(v), and V is the space given by 
V = {y E HI(f~) : frYd~/ =O } .  
The space V is a Hilbert space when it is endowed with the restriction of the Hilbert structure 
of H 1 (f~). We can also consider in V the following inner product and its associated norm given 
by: 
(y l z} = ~ Vy.Vzdw,  Ilyltg = IVyl2 dw , y, z c V. (2) 
w 
It is well known that the norm II.lIv is equivalent o the restriction of the usual norm of Hl(f~) 
to the space V. Therefore, we can find a constant A > 0 such that 
Ilylln2(r) _< AIlylly, Vy E V. (3) 
1.3.  A Convergence  Resu l t  
In the case where gl, d is any arbitrary finite dimensional subspace of L2(F), we have proved 
in [1] existence and uniqueness of the state Yc and the optimal control uc for the system (Pc)(uc) 
and (Qe)- We studied also their behaviour. But our study made in that particular case can be 
generalized to any arbitrary closed convex subset of L2(F), and the following result will be proved 
in the next section. 
THEOREM 1.3. Let glad be any arbitrary closed and convex subset of L2o(F), and let 0 < e < 1. 
Then we have the following. 
(1.3.1) There exists a unique element ue E L02(F), verifying Je(uc) = min{Jc(v);v C glad}, where 
Jc(v) ---- fF (y(v) -- hi )  2 d~/~-/F(O-~IJ Y(Y) -- h2) 2 d~/, and ye(v) is the unique s01ution of the 
problem (Pc)(v). 
(1.3.2) The net (uc)e of optimal controls converges trongly in L2(F), to the unique element u E 
+ 0 glad, verifying J(u) = min{J(v); v e gl, d}, where Y(v) = Iv (y(v) - hi) 2 d7 J'r(55;,~ y(v) - 
h2) 2 dT, and y(v) is the unique solution of the following problem: 
-Ay(v )  = 0, on f~, 
0 
y(v) = v, at F = Of~, (Po)(v) 
y(~) ~ v, 
(1.3.3) The net (yc(uc))~ of states converges in the space V to y(u), the unique solution of the 
problem (Po)(~). 
1.4.  Organ izat ion  o f  the  Paper  
After proving Theorem 1.3 in the second section, we investigate the system of optimality 
conditions for the optimal controls of the problem (Qc), and find the adjoint state Pc associated 
to the perturbed state y~. This is done in Section 3. In Section 4, we establish the strong 
convergence of the adjoint state Pe to the adjoint state p associated to y the solution of the 
system (Po)(u), where u is the optimal control involved in Theorem 1.3. 
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2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.3 
2.1. S tep  One 
The uniqueness of u~ results from the fact that J~ is strictly convex. The existence of u~ is 
clear when/dad is bounded. When land is not bounded in L02(F), then by ~ classical result of Lions 
(see [5]) in order to prove the existence of optimal controls, it suffices to verify the two following 
conditions. 
(i) The map v --~ Je(v) is weakly 1.s.c. (i.e., lower semicontinuous) on the set/J~d- 
(ii) For every sequence (vn) in b/ad, such that IlVnlIL2(F) ~ +00, then Jc(vn) ~ +oo, when 
n ) -4-00. 
But (ii) is evident, and (i) is a consequence from the fact that the linear mapping Re : L~(F) 
L2(F), v ~ yE(v) is injective and compact having a norm ]IR~II < A 2. 
2.2. Step Two 
Let w E b/ad be fixed. Then for every ~ c]0, 1[, we have 0 < J~(u~) < J~(w). It is easy to see 
that (y~(w))~ is bounded in L2(F). Therefore, the net (J~(w))~ is bounded in IR. Then one can 
find two positive constants C1 and C2 such that ]ly~(u~)[lL2(r) < C1, and [I O y~(u~)l]L2(r) < C2. 
Thus, we can say that there exists a positive constant C3 such that [[u~ [[L~(r) --< C3, independently 
of all c E ]0, 1[. Hence, we can find a subsequence (called again (u~)~) converging weakly to a 
unique element u E Uad. 
2.3. Step Three 
Let us denote u. the unique element in ~'~ad verifying J (u. )  = min{J(v) : v E Uad}, where 
J (v) ~- f r  (y(v) - hi) 2 d ' /+  f r (  O y(v) - h2) 2 dT, and y(v) is the unique solution of the problem 
(Po)(V). To simplify the notations, we set yc(uc) = y~. It is easy to verify that the following 
inequality holds true: 
I l y (v )  - y~(v)]lw -< c~3]]VllL~(r), W > 0. (4) 
From (4) we deduce the following inequality: 
lim sup J~ (u~) < J(v), Vv E Llad. (5) 
e---*0 
Since y~ is bounded in V, we can find a subsequence (denoted again by y~) converging weakly to 
an element z c V. It is not hard to see that we must have z = y(u), where y(u) is the unique 
solution of the problem (Po)(u). Now, by using [3, Theorem 4, p. 143], we see that we can suppose 
that this subsequence converges also strongly to y(u) in the space L2(F). Then according to the 
lower semicontinuity of the norm in L2(F), we can assert hat 
liminf Je(ue) > J(u). (6) 
~:--*0 
Then we deduce that u = u. and that 
lim J~ (u~) = J(u) = f r  ]y(u) - hl}~ dT + f r  lu - h212 dT. 
¢-~0 
Now, since the sequence ye (of traces) converges in L~(F) to (the trace) y(u). Therefore, we 
obtain that 
lim~ ~ h2 2 ~-~0 y~ - d~/= [u - h2} 2 d% 
from which we obtain the convergence of the sequence }lUe]ln2(r) to }IUlIL2(I.) when e ~ 0, and 
hence, that the sequence u~ converges trongly in L2(F) to u. We can deduce also that the 
whole net u~ converges trongly in L2(F) to u, where u is the unique element u E///~Ld, verifying 
g(u) = min{J(v); v e ~ad}, where J(v) = fr (y(v) - hi) 2 d7 + fr(o@ y(v) - h2) z dT, and y(v) is 
the unique solution of the problem (Po)(V). This proves (1.3.1) and (1.3.2). 
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2.4. S tep  Four  
In order to show that the whole net (y~)~ converges in V to y(u), we use the following inequal- 
ities: 
Iiy~ (~)  - y (~) l l v  < Iiy~ (u J  - y~(u) l l v  + I l ydu)  - y (u ) l l v  
_< A I1~ - u l lL~(r)  + l i y Ju )  - Y(~) l l v  • (7) 
Since (u~)~ converges trongly to u in L2(F) and according to (4), we see in (7) that the state 
(y~(u)) converges to y(u) in V when e - -~ 0. This finishes the proof of our theorem. | 
3. ADJO INT  STATE AND SYSTEM 
OF OPT IMAL ITY  CONDIT IONS 
3.1. Adjoint State 
In the sequel of this paper, we shall suppose that L/~d = L~(F). Let 0 < e < 1. For every 
v ~ L02(F), we consider thefollowing system: 
-Ap~(v) = 0, on rt, 
a-; pdv)  + ~p~(v) = y~(~) - hi + ~ hi d~ - ~ y~(~) - h~ - ~ h~ dz, (P~)*(~) 
at F = art, p~(v) E v, 
where I FI designates the Lebesgue measure of F, and y¢(v) is the solution of the system (Pc)(v). As 
before, one can use Lax-Milgram Theorem in the variational formulation for the problem (P~)* (v), 
and conclude that it has a unique solution p~ E V. We shall see that p~(v) is an adjoint state 
for y~(v). To this respect, it is sufficient o prove the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let e E ]0, 1]. Then for each v, w e L~(F), we have 
(s) 
where J~(v) is the derivative of the cost functional J~ at v, and J~(v)(w) is its value on the 
vector  w .  
PROOF. It is easy to see that the derivative mapping J~(v) of the cost functional Je at v is given 
for every q E L02(F) by 
J'~(v)(q) = 2 Ydq) [ydv) - hll d7 + 2 ~ Ydq) ~ yJv) - h2 dT. (9) 
We have the following equalities: 
y~(~)p~(v) d7 = [~ - ~y~(w)]p~(v) d7 = ~p~(v) t iT -  ~ yJ~)p~(v) tiT. (10) 
Now, by using'Green formula, we get 
0 
~ -~u Y~(w)p~(v) d'Y = fr Y~(W) ff---~ P~(v) d'Y 
= -£ ~ Y~(w)Pc(v) d'Y-}- ~FYe(W) [ye(v) - hl] d"~ (n) 
-~y~(~) [~(~)-h~] ,~,. 
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From the relations (10) and (11), we obtain 
~rwpE(v)dT= ~ry~(w)[yE(v)-hl] df-e~ry~(w ) [~  yE(v)-h2] d% (12) 
But at F, one has the relation eyE(w) = w - ~ y~(w). As a consequence, we get 
The equality (13) yields to the wanted formula. | 
3.2. System of Opt ima l i ty  Cond i t ions  
As a consequence, we derive the following characterization of the opt imal  control uE: 
v E(~) + N y~(~) - h2 dr _> 0, vv e L~(r). (14) 
This condition is equivalent o say that  there must exist a constant aE such that  p~(u~)+ ° y~(u~)- 
h2 = aE, at F. This constant may be calculated by integrating the two sides of the previous 
inequality, and we have 
l f r  a~= Irl h2dr (15) 
Now, we are ready to state our system of opt imal i ty conditions in the closed form given by 
--APE = O, on ~, 
-Ay~ = O, on ~, 
0u PE + epE = YE - hi - c YE - h2 , at F, 
(oPt) 
0---~ yE = -pc + h2 - ~ h2 d~,, at F, 
Hl(f~),  y~ E Hl(f~), frPEd~ = 0, and Jrg~d~ = O. P~ E 
4. CONVERGENCE OF  THE ADJO INT  STATE Pe 
The purpose of this section is to prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let /gad = L02(F), and let 0 < e < 1. Let u be the optimal control described 
by (1.3.2) of Theorem 1.3. Then we have the following. 
(4.1.1) The net (PE)~ of adjoint states converges trongly in V, to the unique element p(u) E V, 
verifying 
-Ap(u)  = 0, on 9t, 
O 1 f r  
p(u)  ~- y(~t) -- h 1 -~- ~ h 1 d~/, (p0) . (u)  
H~(~), fr p(u) dr = 0. p(u) C 
Thus, p(u) is the adjoint state corresponding to the state y(u) solution of the problem 
(Po)(u). 
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(4.1.2) The optimal control u is characterized by the following system of optimalities: 
p(u) e Hl(f~),  
-Ap(u)  = 0, on ft, 
-Ay(u)  = 0, on ~2, 
f---~p(u). = y - hi, at F, 
---~y(u) = -p (u)  + h2 - ~ h2 d~ 
~(u) e H ~(o), f r  p(~) d~ = O, 
at F, 
and f y(u) d~/= O. 
J r  
(oPo) 
PROOF. We know (see [3], for example) that  we can find a posit ive constant p > 0, such that  
IVy[ 2 dw + y2 d7 g p ]Vyl 2 dw , Vy E V. (16) 
Now, by using the var iat ional  formulations for the adjoint systems (P~)*(ue) and (P0)*(u), we 
get after some computat ions  the following inequality: 
/. /. /. /.[0 ] 
]V (p , -p ) [ 'dw=-e  p , [p , -p ]dy+ [y , -y ] [p , -p ]d• - ,  ~-~vy, -h2 [p~-p]d% (17) 
where we have denoted Pc := p~(ue) and p := p(u). With  the help of the relat ion (16), we obta in  
/ IXY(p~ - p)l 2 daJ < epllpc[IL2(r)]lp ~-- PHV + P211Y~ -- YlIvllPc -- PilV 
(18) 
+~pllp~ - pllgllu~ - ~y~ - h2liz.(r). 
The inequal i ty  (18) is equivalent o say that  we have 
IIp~ - pllv < ~p IIp~LLL~(r) + p2 LIy~ - yilv + ~p Ihu~ - ~y~ - h211L2(r)  • 
The last inequal i ty finishes the proof of our theorem. 
(19) 
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